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super quick and easy to install. lots of great games available. the hardware quality is awesome. modded pacman really looks like it came straight out of the arcade. really appreciate all the work that went into it. definitely a great mod kit. my only complaint is the price. $65 was a bit steep, but then
again i wouldnt expect much for an arcade modded machine. definitely worth the money. great kit! i highly recommend this to anyone that likes retro arcade games. i have a couple of complaints though. the instructions were very hard to read. i had to go on the internet to find the answers to some

questions. secondly, i thought they didn't include a demo disk. i had to download the game to my computer and play it to get my favorite games to work. overall though, i was very happy with this kit. it was easy to install. i'm sure they include a demo disk with it now. the mod was very well made! it's
great for any true retro gamer! the instructions were very helpful. if you are a fan of the classic arcade games, this is the kit for you. i purchased it from arcademodup. they were very fast with the shipping. i had it in my hands in just a couple of days. i recommend it highly! some of you may

remember me from my 'crack pack of the day.' -- the thread is currently offline, but i used the crack pack to play a ton of games on my xbox 360 for a few months, including some rally-x and namco museum games. having this package is basically a dream come true! i have had this software for a
while now and i have seen many of the people here and other gaming sites and forums having great times with it. a few minutes ago i finally got my hands on it and started playing a few games. even though this is beta software, it is very easy to install, works like a charm and is definitely worth the

buy price. if you are in the market for a system to play a bunch of old school games on, then this is what you need! thanks again for this awesome gift! :)
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Ive had this for a little over a month now. Its an old arcade cabinet from the 80's my buddy from a board game store gave it to me to do
some odd jobs with. Turns out thats where it had been out of for the past 30 years. It was a real mess. I took it apart and cleaned it out the

best I could. Im not real happy with the quality of parts I bought( Arcade Mod up) but some of the things I had were real crummy. It still
works well and plays surprisingly well for a 30 year old cabinet. The only thing I regret is that I didnt get the grey face parts in the kit I had to

buy those ones a usb extension cord and a usb jack Arcade modup is worth the money and I wont buy anything from them anytime soon.
Theres more to come guys. Arcade mod up needs to re-arrange the part kits because some of them are not that easy to find. I bought this

product as a temporary solution to my arcade problems. I had to make due until the arcade could be fixed properly. It was a bit
disappointing since the arcade hardware had been working for a long time. I couldn't install my home arcade game software on the home
theatre system for a long time but everything is well now. This helps significantly. It's not small but you can definitely do it yourself in an

afternoon and the manual is easily understandable. I'm impressed with the product and the quality. If you have an arcade and want a true
solution, it's great. Excellent product and service. Assembled the arcade machine in just a few hours and the cabinet was back in my garage
in a week. Now able to play about 500 games, including A-list like Asteroids, Defender, Battlefield, X-men, etc. All of the mods we made to

the cabinet looks great. Much better than the originals! 5ec8ef588b
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